Handbooks

Handbook 1 and 2 **NEW!**

Handbook 1 contains everything you need to teach Red to Orange lessons. Handbook 2 contains everything for Yellow to Grey. (You'll only need one handbook at a time.)

Each handbook includes:

- Day-by-day lesson plans that integrate Speed Sounds lessons, comprehension, vocabulary, grammar, handwriting and composition lessons
- Thought-provoking story introductions, ‘Think out Louds’ and drama activities to increase children's comprehension
- Grammar, vocabulary and ‘Build a Sentence’ activities that lead into a 6 step writing process

Reading Leader Handbook **NEW!**

Provides the Reading Leader with:

- Advice on how to build a strong team of reading teachers
- Constructive guidance for day-to-day coaching and monitoring
- Detailed assessment, grouping and tracking systems to ensure children complete the programme quickly
- One-to-one tutoring plans to ensure every child succeeds.